
THE GARDEN AND WORLD PROJECT
Thank you for buying this pak, it is a complete and lush world building setup with 
preset scenes and is also compatible with 3Delight and Iray in Daz Studio 4+

This Pak Includes:
 01  Landscape scene
 01  Setup Scene 
 02  Portrait Scenes
 06  Fully laid out Scenes ready to go

PLUS
 42 Different Scene Items to create endless Scenes of your own creation. Includes 
Bushes, Grass, Flowers, Plants, Trees, Landscapes, Bridge, Barrels, Stone Path, 
Rock Garden, Posts, Pool and Vines, Stones and Vines and more.
 12 Sundial Setups [Iray only] that control the physical Sun for ultra realistic 
world simulation.
 03 HD Environment Skies

Iray Scenes
I find everything always looks better in Iray mainly because of reflections shadows 
and many other things that can 
give a render that extra touch of realism.
The preset Scenes in the folder "2_Garden Scenes" already have lighting set up for 
you via the Iray Physical engine.
If you want to change the suns position then simply go to the "3_Sundial [Iray]" 
folder, select the Sun Dial in your scene and and hit one of the presets to move 
the suns position.
Lastly if you are using a camera you created, experiment by turning the cameras 
lamp from auto to off, sometimes this
yields a better result.

3Delight
Sometimes if your card does not have enough Cuda Cores for Iray then it can be 
easier to use 3Delight.
So in this situation you can't use the Sundial.
There is included a file at the bottom that is called "The Distant Lights 
[3Delight]" simply add this to your scene.
Or you can use one of the many lighting sets that are available for 3Delight 
environmental lighting.
Also make sure you switch the render engine from Iray to 3Delight, and you are good 
to go. 

THE GARDEN AND WORLD PROJECT is easy to use it does not really require any 
comprehensive user guide, simply install and open Daz Studio, add a scene or create 
your own scene by adding the landscape and objects from the "1_Garden Objects" 
folder, then set up and position the sun from the "3_Sundial [Iray]" folder  and 
you are good to go.
Happy Rendering
Magix-101


